
SM-G7810

12MP + 12MP + 8MP Triple Rear Camera
  32MP Front Camera

16.40cm (6.5") FHD+ Infinity-O Display

8GB RAM with 128GB
internal storage expandable up to 1TB

4500mAh with 25W Super Fast Charging

Qualcomm Snapdragon 865

Camera

Display

Memory

Battery

Processor

Cloud Navy Cloud Mint Cloud Lavendar

Images simulated. Galaxy S20 Fe is 5G ready. Compatibility dependent upon 5G network availability in India. Colour availability my vary depending on country and carrier. 33-
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Shoot once, get multiple options
in your gallery by shooting for up to 15 seconds.

Images simulated. *Supports approximately 3x Optical Zoom with 76mm focal length. 30x Space Zoom includes digital zoom, which may cause some image deterioration.

Pro-grade camera1

3 different cameras: Wide-Angle,
Ultra Wide and Telephoto.

You'll do a triple take 
with 3X Optical Zoom and 30X
Super Resolution Zoom*.

Go from the crowd to the front row

32MP Front Camera

12MP Ultra Wide Camera

12MP Wide-angle Camera

8MP Telephoto Camera

with the rear camera that adjusts 
light quality to adapt to the dark.

Light up the after hours
with the 32MP Front Camera for every 
little detail.

Move from selfies to self-portraits

Night mode OFF Night mode ON
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Enjoy immersive entertainment2

The 16.40cm (6.5") HD+ Infinity-O Display maximizes your viewing screen.

Stream with speed3 Stunning colour options4

Stream, share and game on in real time
while you're connected to a 5G^ 
network with powered by Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 865.

Choose from a wide range of on-trend 
hues with a sleek matte finish, from big 
and bold to subtle and classic.

Boundless storage5 Water and dust resistant 6

The combined internal and external 
storage* options lift the boundaries of 
storage for your content.
Images simulated. ^Galaxy S20 Fe is 5G ready. Compatibility dependent upon 5G network availability in India. *Store up to 25,600 photos for 4MB and about 1900 videos for 51.4MB.
**Galaxy S20 FE is rated as IP68. Based on test conditions for submersion in up to 1.5 meters of freshwater for up to 30 minutes. Not advised for beach or pool use.
Colour availability my vary depending on country and carrier.

Rated IP68** for protection from 
splashes and dust. Come rain or come 
shine, no need to worry.



The battery that outlasts you7

The 4500mAh* (typical) battery with 25W super charging keeps you going for hours.

Share the power8 Explore beyond the phone9

With Wireless PowerShare you can 
charge all your devices, and your 
friends' too.

Use Samsung DeX^ for a whole new 
extended desktop experience.

Just keep scrolling10

The Super AMOLED display refreshes at a super smooth 120Hz rate to keep action 
clear and touch response fast. 

Images simulated. *Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC 
61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 4370mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.
^Samsung DeX wireless connection is available on smart TVs that support Phone Screen Mirroring only. (For the optimal experience, use on Samsung Smart TVs launched 2019 or later.)

60Hz 120Hz
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Take your experience to the next level

Galaxy Watch4
Dial: 44mm(1.7”) / 40mm(1.6”)
Screen: 1.4” / 1.2” SUPER AMOLED

BT 5.0 / Wi Fi 2.4GHz
5GHz / NFC / GPS

Corning Gorilla Glass Dx
Armour aluminium body
IP68, 5ATM & MIL STD 810G
water resistance*

361 / 247 mAh with fast charging

1.18GHz

Siver, Black, Green, Pink

Screen size

Connectivity

Durability

Battery

Processor

Colours

Galaxy Watch4 Classic
Dial: 46mm(1.8”) / 42mm(1.6”)
Screen: 30.5mm(1.4”) / 35.5mm(1.2”)
Super AMOLED

BT 5.0 / Wi Fi 2.4GHz
5GHz / NFC / GPS

Corning Gorilla Glass Dx
Stainless steel body
IP68, 5ATM & MIL STD 810G
water resistance*

361 / 247 mAh with fast charging

1.18GHz

Black, Silver

Images simulated.

Screen size

Connectivity

Durability

Battery

Processor

Colours



Design

Sound

Connectivity

Mics

Special
Features

Battery

Colours

Take your experience to the next level

Images simulated. ^The playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions. Time may vary depending upon individual usages. 
*Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds+ to a recently released Galaxy smartphone with default settings (Ambient Sound function off).
Samsung travel adapter used for charging. Actual battery life and charging time may vary by usage conditions, number of times charged and many other factors. Dolby Atmos is a registered mark of the Dolby Laboratories.

Open type

2 way speaker (Woofer + tweeter)
3 level adjustable
Ambient sound
ANC supported

v5.2

6

Accelerometer, Gyro Sensor,
Hall Sensor, Proximity Sensor, Touch 
Sensor, VPU (Voice Pickup Unit) 
Compatible Specification of 
Smartphone - Android 7.0 ↑, 1.5GB ↑

Battery Capacity (Earbud)- 61 mAh
Battery Capacity (Case) -472 mAh

White, Lavender, Olive , Graphite

Open type

2way speaker with 11mm woofer
and 6.5mm tweeter

AKG Tuned sound

BT v5.0

3

Intelligent ANC
Professional sound with 2-way 
speakers
• 11mm woofer for full bass
• 6.5mm tweeter with low distortion
360 Audio Dolby Atmos

Wireless Charging

Phantom Violet, Phantom Black and
Phantom Silver



Open type

One Way 1.2cm
(12mm speakers with bass duct)

AKG Tuned sound

BT v5.0

3

ANC for Open type
Always on Mic for Bixby
Spotify Controls
Gaming Mode

60mAh (each Bud) / 472 mAh (case)

Up to 8hrs (Buds) /
29hrs (with case) playtime

Wireless Charging

Mystic Black, Mystic Bronze and
Mystic White

Design

Sound

Connectivity

Mics

Special
Features

Battery

Colours

Take your experience to the next level

Images simulated. ^The playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions. Time may vary depending upon individual usages. 
*Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds+ to a recently released Galaxy smartphone with default settings (Ambient Sound function off).
Samsung travel adapter used for charging. Actual battery life and charging time may vary by usage conditions, number of times charged and many other factors.
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Exclusive benefits

Click to know more

Samsung pay: the simple way.

Secure, effortless and 
contactless payments

Click to know more

Knox security locks in your privacy.
Defense-grade security

Samsung

Click to know more

Keep getting back from Samsung.

Upgrade to the latest
Galaxy every year

Images simulated.



Assuring a safe and hygienic experience

Extensive service network with
multiple support channels

Service center touchpoints
3300+

Appointment bookingConvenient access

Call center facility
24 x 7

Samsung Care+

We've got you covered

Click to know more

Mobile care plan that protects your smartphone 
beyond the standard warranty, with coverage for all 
accidental damage for up to 2 years.  



All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details. Products shown herein are for 
representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly. 
For more information or for e-waste pick up, 

please call 1800 40 7267864 or 1800 5 7267864.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N.-U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.

Follow us
samsungindia            Samsungmobileindia              SamsungIndia            SamsungIndia

Samsung
Members

Contact us

WhatsApp
1800 5 7267864

Live Chat




